ZedAI telcon 20091221

From zedwiki

Note: this meeting will be held at 2100h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=12&day=21&year=2009&amp;hour=21&amp;min=0&amp;sec=0&amp;p1=0).
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Present

Markus (scribe), James, Matt, Per, Kenny

Regrets

Josh, Boris

Previous Telcon
Action Items

New

@markus add issue to tracker: may be necessary with publisher address in inline reqd metadata. @markus fix object mimetype enum before release @markus add simple SVG CDR feature before release @James take a stab at this tuesday, then notify Markus

Brought Along

- Sam: go through contentselection feature sample with markus {DONE}
- dennis find out if math:switch supports mathml-for-css
- dennis what symbols are used to denote the types? point us to where switch is explained. Need to figure out relation to our content selection feature.
- markus: add math role to vocab, add prose to MathML feature doc that explains its restricted use.
- markus check how math/@id and else/@xml:id works in RelaxNG and XSD.
- markus investigate pros/cons of going back to using id?
- markus implement simple SVG feature (object only)
- Boris: start documenting object and annotation {ONGOING}
- Boris/Markus - ask ViewPlus et al about the SVG namespace-inject issue [ONGOING @markus]
- Kenny - own the page continuator issue (note, we have a similar lurker in terms of running heads)
- Boris: help deal with svg integration, help with object documentation and samples, address issue 9 [ONGOING]
- Dennis: solve Issue 60 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=60) {DONE}
- Dennis: solve Issue 61 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=61) {DONE}
- Dennis: solve Issue 46 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=46) {DONE}
- Josh: solve Issue 50 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=50) {DONE}
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level" {DONE}

Previous Minutes

ZedAI_telcon_20091102

Agenda/Minutes

Reminder: ZedAI_Iteration4_Report#Deliverables_for_the_next_iteration deliverables for this iteration

Reminder: ZedNext Timeline lists our current schedule; iteration release this coming wednesday.

Note: W3C PF is planning to adopt the Role module
Note: a rework of the way module documentation is done is underway. It will however not be included in this weeks release.

Note: RDFa 1.1 being proposed in W3C; seems will come with a solution to the vocab→prefix association problem. Proposed timeline is within scope for us (end 2010).

**Remaining work this iteration**

### Lists revision

- Needs minor update to module documentation

Module commits regarded stable for now, current state on trunk:

- z3986-list.rng ([http://code.google.com/p/zednext/source/browse/trunk/src/schema/mod/z3986-list.rng](http://code.google.com/p/zednext/source/browse/trunk/src/schema/mod/z3986-list.rng))

### Metadata revision

- (Reminder, topic page: ZedAI_Meta_Data_-_OutOfLine_Proposal)
- Q to James: is publisher contact info needed? Not in there now. @markus add issue to tracker: may be necessary with publisher address in inline reqd metadata.
- Needs spec and primer updates, mostly (outline of which is available here)
  - @James take a stab at this tuesday, then notify Markus

### Object

- Documentation of object (and its relation to annotation) - Boris, DONE for now
- object by default shipping with a limited set of mimetypes (as defined per profile) @markus

### SVG

Simple (CDR) SVG feature - may postpone til next iteration @markus

### Release Documentation

- Current Iteration Report
Next Iteration, to focus on:
- documentation rework (Markus, Per)
- full documentation of all modules
- Abstract Definition of Core Module Pool into spec (Markus)
- Evaluate possibility to use the AbsDef approach for Feature documentation ("public structures") (Markus)
- running heads?
- page continuator in newsfeeds?

Next call

Monday Jan 11.
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